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QUESTION 1

A company wants to increase production stability. They have already automated all testing of new releases. 

What else do they need to automate to increase production stability? 

A. Change management process 

B. Integration of release with deployment management 

C. Root cause inventories for recovery 

D. Release inventories for recovery 

E. System and application monitoring 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Every team needs information. In DevOps, it is stressed to visualize certain information. Which piece of information
should be made available, so the team has ready access to it? 

A. In which step is work accumulating, inhibiting flow? 

B. What is management working on right now? 

C. Which other projects do not have enough manpower? 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company decides to do canary releases for some new functionality. What is a description of a canary release? 

A. Releasing to a limited number of users, before releasing it to all users 

B. Switching users from interacting with one release to the next within seconds 

C. Test business hypotheses by having half of the users switch to a new release 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.modernanalyst.com/Careers/InterviewQuestions/tabid/128/ID/5041/What-is-acanary-release-
and-what-are-some-of-the-benefits.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

What is not a proper use of the deployment pipeline? 
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A. As an audit log that enables the monitoring of all changes 

B. As an optimal way to link development and testing together 

C. To accelerate the delivery of changes to Production 

D. To always maintain the system in a working condition 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Is it true that when implementing the deployment pipeline, extensive automation is required to consider it a DevOps
practice? 

A. No, because a deployment pipeline is not the same as automation. Automation is the underlying ideology 

B. No, because the deployment pipeline is just used to order work, automation does not apply 

C. Yes, because if extensive automaton is not used, technical debt will start accumulating 

D. Yes, because the deployment pipeline is needed for continuous automation activities 

E. Yes, because the deployment pipeline is the technology that is used to automate work 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.getzephyr.com/insights/steps-creating-effective-devops-focused-deploymentpipeline 
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